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IMPACT REPORT

Whitworth biology professors gather Oct. 8, 2011, for the grand opening of Robinson Science
Hall. From left: Michael Sardinia, ’87, Craig Tsuchida, Finn Pond, Professor Emeritus Howard
Stien, Grant Casady, Professor Emeritus David Hicks, Lee Anne Chaney and Frank Caccavo.
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THANKS TO YOU
You are the reason the William P. and Bonnie
V. Robinson Science Hall exists. Thanks to you,
the building – the largest and most important
academic facility in Whitworth’s history –
opened for classes in fall 2011, providing
a much-needed home for Whitworth’s
burgeoning biology and chemistry programs,
and so much more.
Whitworth has always been committed to
the sciences as an integral element of a
liberal arts education, but the physical space
allotted to the sciences over the years had
proved...lacking. It wasn’t until 1967 that
the science program had its first dedicated
building: the newly constructed Eric Johnston
Science Center.

This is where you entered the story and
recast the future of the sciences at Whitworth
University. Thanks to your generous support,
Robinson Science Hall grew from a dire
need to a visionary plan to a state-of-the-art
building. That building welcomes countless
students – chemistry, biology and health
science students, yes, but also students
majoring in a variety of academic disciplines.
Robinson Hall is more than a place: it’s
a destination for the entire Whitworth
community, and the Spokane community,
too. The building stands and serves because
of you, and we’d like to say thanks. Please
enjoy this collection of images and words
highlighting the impact of your gift.

Forty years later the building was full-tobursting with students and faculty, even after a
National Science Foundation-funded remodel
of the facility in the late 1990s. Between
2000 and 2009, Whitworth had undergone
a 50 percent increase in its science majors,
which numbered more than 600 students,
representing a quarter of the student body.
New faculty members were hired to meet the
demand, and evidence soon appeared that the
aging building could not meet Whitworth’s
current or future needs for classroom, lab,
research, study or storage space.
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The $32-million, three-story, 63,000-square-foot facility houses Whitworth’s biology and
chemistry departments, as well as faculty offices for the health science department (the physics
and math & computer sciences departments occupy Johnston Science Center). Robinson Hall
contains state-of-the-art laboratories, research facilities, and instrumentation that enable the
faculty-student research and hands-on learning for which Whitworth is known. The building
includes two 50-seat tiered lecture halls and six classrooms, three of which can eventually be
converted to labs as the need arises.
• The instrumentation employed in Robinson Hall is cutting-edge cool, and includes
compound and stereo microscopes for student labs, demonstration scopes with projection
capability, and two research microscopes that are used in biology classes and research.
The facility also houses a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer, which is a
superconducting magnet that acts as an MRI for chemicals, and a qPCR instrument for
molecular analysis.
• A dedicated vivarium housing live animals allows students to use model organisms in
research, while the anatomy and physiology lab, with human cadavers, provides advanced
learning opportunities not commonly available to undergraduate students.
• Robinson Hall’s moveable, reconfigurable public spaces support a wide variety of groups
that use the building for learning, training and socializing year-round. Comfortable study
areas foster communication and collaboration.
• The building’s flexible classrooms and labs allow Whitworth’s science program to
accommodate evolving research and teaching needs. Internet access and projection
capabilities are available in both classrooms and labs.

THE

HALL
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• Open = inviting. Robinson features an open stairway that connects all three floors.
Sunshine pours through a multitude of windows and a third-story skylight. The open event
spaces invite circulation and interaction.
• The facility meets the Green Building Council’s LEED Silver certification by employing
sustainable practices including maximum day-lighting for stairways, classrooms and lab
spaces; rainwater collection for landscape irrigation; geothermal heating; energy-efficient
air-handling; and locally produced building materials.
• The drainage swales around Robinson Science Hall provide a unique opportunity for
outdoor education, and feature native plants from multiple zones and environmentally
friendly techniques; the inviting area serves as a gathering space, as well.

“Science on display”: Pipe-chases (false walls that hide pipes) on the north
exterior of the building feature lit DNA and RNA sequences in orange and blue.
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STORIES OF

IMPACT

Robinson Hall is amazing for allowing
students to work on chemistry research.
By having dedicated instrumentation space,
we have expanded the number and type of
instruments to provide students with training
and experience in the various instruments
they will use in their future careers or graduate
programs in chemistry.
In Johnston, students would often sit lined up
on the linoleum floor outside my office, waiting
to ask questions. Some students would decide
to not come by my office because they would
have to wait. Now, I have enough space and a
whiteboard to answer questions for groups of
students in my office, and they can study right
outside my office (using chairs and tables) and
pop in to ask questions. I can give students
more attention when they need it and offer
them a better mind-and-heart experience.
Kerry Breno
Associate Professor of Chemistry
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The physiology and anatomy teaching laboratory is
outstanding. The open center area allows for a variety
of learning experiences that include working with
live animals (including goats, sheep and miniature
horses), and the use of human cadavers and humanperformance physiology measurements. The ventilation
for the dissection of animal specimens is state of the art,
and the individual bench islands allow students to share
their discoveries.
Michael Sardinia, ’87
Associate Professor of Biology
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As a new faculty member in 2011, coming into the new building and designing my research
lab in a way that is most productive for our research and most effective for training
undergraduate researchers was a real advantage. The new space allowed us to hit the
ground running and produce research quickly (we published a study with undergraduate
authors in our second year).
The available equipment and appropriate space for the equipment allow us to perform
experiments that meet the high standards of today’s quickly evolving research environment.
The common spaces encourage frequent interaction between faculty and students and
casual “hallway learning” opportunities using the whiteboards, as well as social catch-up
time. I find it very refreshing to be right in the midst of the traffic on the main floor
– I enjoy seeing students more often for a quick hello or to answer a question for class. Of
course the coffee shop is, like the research equipment, indispensable to our productivity!
Aaron Putzke
Associate Professor of Biology
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I spend almost all of the time I am on
campus in Robinson Science Hall. My
favorite spot is the lounge area on
the third floor. The highlight of my
experience at Whitworth is working in
different labs. My first-ever research
experience was in environmental and
analytical chemistry in Dr. Ntow’s lab.
I worked with the sediments from the
Little Spokane River to determine
concentrations of heavy metals using
an atomic absorption spectrometer,
and to look at phosphorus sorption
characteristics using a UV-Vis
spectrometer. The research was fun,
and it combined my passions for the
environment and chemistry, as well as
helped me to decide what I want to do
in my career.
Taisiia Feoktistova, ’17
Biochemistry Major
Taisiia plans to earn a Ph.D. in organic
chemistry at Oregon State University
and to work in a pharmaceutical
research lab.
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Robinson Hall is an enticing place for
prospective STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) students as they
look for universities, and it provides one
of the best facilities to current students
for lectures, labs and research. At other
schools, sometimes four students will
share a four-foot-wide fume hood.
Having access to a customized 16-foot
hood in Robinson is an investment in
students’ research and lab skills.
We are one of the only undergraduate
science programs to offer a cadaver lab
and a thriving research program that
not only seeks to advance the research
of the professors, but to also equip
students to enrich their vocational goals.
Lee Cantrell, ’18
Chemistry Major
After graduating, Lee plans to earn a
Ph.D. in chemistry and to serve others
through research or teaching.
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Robinson Science Hall is my second
home. Its architecture and layout
are modern, accessible and inviting.
The overall ambience – with the
whiteboards, comfy sofas, tables, the
computer lab, spacious classrooms,
and, of course, the coffee shop – makes
me much more productive than I would
be anywhere else. Robinson opened the
doors for me to attend the University of
Washington School of Dentistry after I
graduate from Whitworth.
Versha Sinha, ’17
Biology Major
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Robinson Science Hall was easily one of my
favorite places on campus. Having been a
student during the completion of the building,
I can say that the change from Johnston
Science Center to Robinson Science Hall greatly
enhanced science education at Whitworth.
Robinson provided significant improvements for
training me as a researcher. Its increased space
allowed multiple students to work comfortably
at the same time. This gave me a special
opportunity to co-mentor, along with Dr. Deanna
Ojennus, three younger students. This formative
experience influenced my decision to pursue a
Ph.D. and a career as a research professor.
Chris Frick, ’12
Chemistry & Biophysics Double Major
Chris is earning a Ph.D. in biochemistry
and molecular biology at the California
Institute of Technology.
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The summer after my junior year, I was part of a
team of students and faculty who helped move
everything from Johnston to Robinson. What
a difference! There was so much more usable
space...and windows! Robinson is so open,
bright and inviting.
After moving into Robinson, I completed a
summer faculty/student research fellowship.
The labs and equipment made this experience
awesome, and they were on par with other
research labs in the area. It helped prepare me
for my current work with a pharmaceutical
manufacturing company that has cutting-edge
equipment and facilities. Robinson Science Hall
is helping to prepare Whitworth students to
work in state-of-the-art labs and facilities across
the country.
Alyssa Howell, ’12
Chemistry Major
Alyssa is a technical services specialist at
Jubilant HollisterStier, in Spokane.
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Robinson Science Hall made a significant
impact on my science experience at
Whitworth. The quality of the laboratory
spaces was superior to many other colleges
I visited.
I worked with Dr. Aaron Putzke researching
zebrafish, which used several lab spaces,
a vivarium that housed the fish, and
equipment like the qPCR machine for
molecular analysis. I also gained a great
deal of useful experience for medical school
taking comparative anatomy with Dr. Michael
Sardinia in the human anatomy lab. The firstfloor lounge became my home my senior
year. I made so many great memories there
with friends who have gone off across the
country to do amazing things. Robinson Hall
will always have a special place in my heart.
Alex Hoffmann, ’16
Biology Major
Alex is a first-year student at the University
of Washington School of Medicine and plans
to become a cardiothoracic surgeon.
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THE HUGH JOHNSTON
ENDOWED PROFESSOR
IN CHEMISTRY
Kraig Wheeler, Ph.D., joined Whitworth
in 2017 as the inaugural Hugh Johnston
Endowed Professor in Chemistry. Formerly
a professor of chemistry at Eastern Illinois
University, Wheeler brings a wealth of
expertise in the field of X-ray crystallography
and organic chemistry, and he is committed
to promoting undergraduate research at
the national level. He currently serves as the
chemistry division chair of the Council on
Undergraduate Research.
Hugh Johnston taught chemistry at
Whitworth from 1957 to 1973. In 2015
Whitworth received a $2.05-million
donation from Johnston’s estate. With the
gift, Whitworth established the endowed
professorship in chemistry and initiated an
interdisciplinary research fund.
Hugh Johnston
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BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY
MAJORS AND MINORS
OFFERED:
Biology major, B.A. and B.S.
Environmental studies minor
Chemistry B.A., B.S., and minor
Biochemistry B.S.
Physical chemistry B.S.

FAST FACT: Since
Robinson Hall opened
in 2011, the number of
permanent, full-time
biology and chemistry
faculty members has
grown 62 percent,
from eight to 13.
FAST FACT: In spring
2017, 648 full-time
undergraduate students
were majoring in
biology, chemistry
or health science,
representing 31 percent
of the student body.
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More than 650 customers per week visit the coffee shop on the main level for
everything from lattes, smoothies and baked goods to soups, sandwiches and salads.
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Long windows into labs show scientists at work. This experiential
transparency yields observation, connection and participation.
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Solomon Walden and Maddy Himmel, both ’13, study bones in the anatomy
and physiology lab. The lab contains specialized ventilation systems that allow
students to conduct dissections, and each bench contains a full physiology
workstation, including equipment for measuring ECG, blood pressure, and more.
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Associate Professor of Physics Markus Ong lectures in one of Robinson Science Hall’s two tiered classrooms, which
feature high-tech teaching stations that allow faculty to perform demonstrations during lectures. A variety of
academic disciplines are taught in the tiered classrooms, making Robinson Hall a resource for the entire campus.
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Taylor Powell, ’13, loads protein samples onto an SDS-PAGE gel, which separates proteins
by size for later identification, in one of Robinson Science Hall’s chemistry research labs.
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Tyler Bland, ’12, places a sample into the 400 MHz nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectrometer, which allows students and faculty to analyze structures of
organic molecules both in the classroom and for research.
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Whitworth Associate Professor of Philosophy Joshue Orozco chats with Bethany Carrillo, ’14, in the building’s
third-floor mezzanine area, which features three mosaic panels created by Whitworth art students in a community
arts in practice course. From left to right, the panels are “Nuclear Fusion,” “Erlenmeyer Flasks,” and “Stem Cell.”
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COLLAB
ORATIVE
RESEARCH
Robinson Science Hall offers increased
opportunities for faculty-student
interactions in both research and teaching
laboratories. Our students develop the
problem-solving focus and lab skills to
succeed in graduate school and industry
by working with faculty in mentoring
relationships. The relationships built with
students in labs are strong.
– Associate Professor of Chemistry Kerry Breno
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The Whitworth community is
so supportive of undergraduate
research and continues to
show a great desire in growing
programs that enrich the
excellent learning environment
on campus. Our board of
trustees and donors provide
critical resources for what we
do in the labs. Without their
support, we would not have
sufficient equipment or space,
or stipends for students to
do full-time research during
the summer.
– Associate Professor of Biology Aaron Putzke
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Students work alongside faculty,
conducting research (often grant- or
endowment-funded) including:

Designing a protease resistant enzyme that is capable of breaking down dietary gluten
as a potential oral therapeutic for celiac disease. (Deanna Ojennus, Chemistry)

Studying zebra fish and a species of roundworm to discover how cells communicate with each other during embryogenesis.
This research has important implications of cell development for diseases like cancer. (Aaron Putzke, Biology)

Examining oscillating chemical reactions and how to quench them using various salts. These reactions are
analyzed using electrochemical redox potentials and UV-Vis spectroscopy. (Karen Stevens, Chemistry)
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Analyzing phosphorus in the sediment-water interaction in the Little Spokane River watershed.
Phosphorus is an important nutrient for water quality assessment. (William Ntow, Chemistry)

Creating new fluorescent molecules and testing their properties in order to
develop new bioimaging agents for cancer. ( Kerry Breno, Biology)
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THIS BUILDING

GETS USED!
While most of campus falls quiet during the summer,
Robinson Hall buzzes with activity. About 12 science majors
conduct grant-funded research for 10 weeks, often working
alongside their professors as they conduct research of their
own. The students and faculty members gather weekly for
lunch and research discussions.
In addition, elementary-school students don goggles and
other gear to conduct faculty-led experiments as part of
two weeklong day camps the Center for Gifted Education
holds for gifted youth. And in summer 2017, professors
are teaching courses and labs for nursing students and for
incoming students who don’t have a chemistry background.
With its open and reconfigurable spaces, Robinson Hall also
supports the Whitworth and Spokane communities yearround, hosting banquets; social events for students; staffdevelopment meetings; the Honors Colloquium scholarship
program for incoming freshmen; receptions; lunches;
science competitions; film screenings; breakout sessions;
guest-lectures; alumni events; community events; and highschool events. A bride even used a room in the building to
prepare for her on-campus wedding!
Associate Professor of Chemistry Kerry Breno (background) leads a “Colorful Chemistry” class
during Camp Metamorphosis, a summer camp for gifted youth. The campers are conducting
paper chromatography experiments to separate the rainbow of colors in black ink.
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ALUMNI
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Recent alumni are attending top graduate
schools, including the University of Notre
Dame, Creighton University School of Medicine,
California Institute of Technology, Boston
University, Georgetown University, University of
California at Berkeley, University of Iowa School
of Pharmacy, University of Chicago, University
of Washington School of Dentistry, and Oregon
Health & Science University.
Other graduates are working in scientific and
technical positions for organizations such as
Micron Technology, Homax Products, Inc.,
Erlanger Health Systems, McCormick Biological,
Providence Heart & Vascular Institute, Honeywell,
Jubilant HollisterStier, Wyeth Pharmaceuticals,
Battelle Pacific Northwest National Labs, Lifespan
Biosciences, and The Land Conservancy of San
Luis Obispo County.
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BILL & BONNIE ROBINSON
In April 2010, just two months before Bill
Robinson concluded his 17-year tenure as
president of Whitworth, the board of trustees
announced that the landmark science
facility under construction at the heart of
campus would be named the William P. and
Bonnie V. Robinson Science Hall, in honor
of Whitworth’s second-longest-serving
president and his wife.
“It would be difficult to overstate Bill’s
positive impact on Whitworth,” said thenBoard Chair Walt Oliver, ’67. “His leadership
has contributed to tremendous growth and
improvements on the campus as well as to
a strengthened commitment to Whitworth’s
distinctive mission. The entire Whitworth
community is deeply indebted to Bill and
Bonnie for all the ways they have served
the university.”
In response to the trustees’ announcement,
Bill said, “Knowing this facility will serve
the students Bonnie and I love is deeply
gratifying. We know beyond any doubt that
faculty, staff, donors, alumni and students
have been the real heroes in Whitworth’s
success. Understanding that our name
symbolizes all of these contributions, we
could not be more honored.”
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Early in 2009 Bill had told Bonnie, “As soon
as I quit my job, we’re getting an eviction
notice!” In anticipation of that day, they
bought a house within 20 minutes of both
First Presbyterian Church of Spokane
(Bonnie’s workplace) and the Spokane airport
(where Bill spends way too much of his time).
In the Robinsons’ 2010 Christmas letter,
Bill wrote, “Our transition reminds us that
relationships prove far more enduring than jobs
or houses. We also find Christ’s love and care to
be a steady force in these changing days.”
Since then, Bill, as president emeritus, has
worked with Whitworth President Beck A.
Taylor and Vice President for Institutional
Advancement Scott McQuilkin, ’84,
championing the university and its mission.
He also has served Whitworth teaching a
leadership course in the master of arts in
theology program.

Beyond the university, Bill serves as chair of
the Princeton Theological Seminary board
of trustees and has an ongoing consulting
relationship with corporations based in
Seattle, Spokane and Hartford, Conn. He
also speaks extensively and consults for
colleges, universities and ministries. In 2013
he was asked to serve for one year as interim
president of the Council for Christian Colleges
& Universities in Washington, D.C. For most of
2014 he lived six blocks from the Capitol and
six blocks from his office. Bonnie managed to
join him in D.C. about half the time. Bill loved
the work, his co-workers, the mission and the
place. In 2015, he was awarded the Mark O.
Hatfield Award, the CCCU’s highest honor.
Bonnie continues to serve as the organist and
pianist for First Presbyterian Church; she plays
the accordion as a member of the church’s
Mountain Band; and she often accompanies
the Whitworth Women’s Choir. In October
2016, Bonnie, according to Bill, was “shocked
out of her mind” when she learned that Bill
and a number of dear friends had given 17
new pianos in Bonnie’s name to Whitworth’s
new Cowles Music Center. The surprise was
revealed at the grand opening of the center,
where the entire Robinson clan had gathered
to celebrate the facility and to honor Bonnie.

One of the Robinsons’ all-consuming joys is
having family nearby. When Bill announced
he was leaving the presidency, he and
Bonnie had three kids living in three time
zones and one grandchild. Now they have six
grandchildren (who call Bonnie “Gaga”) and
they all live in Spokane. Asher, Anna, Brooks
and Benjamin are the children of daughter
Brenna, who teaches part time for Whitworth,
and son-in-law Alan Stanfield, the Whitworth
football team’s offensive coordinator. Hayden
and Afton are the children of daughter
Bailley, a community outreach professional

at Gonzaga University, and son-in-law Mike
Wootton, a photographer/teacher/coach at
St. George’s Schools. The Robinsons’ son, Ben,
and his wife, Emily, reside in Tacoma, where
Ben is pastor of Urban Grace Church and
Emily works as an advanced registered nurse
practitioner.
“The fullness of our lives so wildly exceeds
what we deserve,” Bill says. “As a family, we
pray our response to God’s overwhelming
grace is one of generosity.”
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Robinson Science Hall
By the Numbers

ROBINSON SCIENCE HALL
More than 600 biology,
chemistry and health
science degrees have
been granted since
Robinson Science Hall
opened.

The number of these
degrees granted has
been steadily
increasing.

BY THE NUMBERS

Many small gifts
helped build Robinson
Science Hall: 75% of
the gifts were less
than $500.

A wide variety of
academic departments
use the classrooms in
Robinson Science Hall.

Enrolled science
students compared to
overall enrollment

Total biology, chemistry and health science degrees granted

More than 600 biology, chemistry and health science degrees have been granted since Robinson Science Hall opened.
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Enrolled science
students compared to
overall enrollment
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Due to growth in health science, biology and chemistry majors, overall science student enrollment has grown 3% over the last five years, even as the university's overall
enrollment has stabilized.
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